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rst uses apivoted QR decomposition of the term-sentence matrix in order to identifysentences that have ideas that are distinct from those in other sentences.The second is based on a hidden Markov model that judges the likelihoodthat each sentence should be contained in the summary. We compare theresults of these methods with summaries generated by humans, showingthat we obtain higher agreement than do earlier methods.CR category: H.3.3, G.1.3Keywords: text summarization, extract summaries, hidden Markov models, au-tomatic summarization, document summarization.1 IntroductionIn this paper we present two new methods for automatic text summarization.Automatic summarization has been studied for over 40 years [Luh58], but with1
pervasive use of information retrieval systems in the last 6 years this area hasbeen given wider attention [HM00]. For example, Microsoft Word has a built-intool to summarize documents created by it. Such a summary is an example ofa generic summary, i.e., one that attempts to capture the essential points ofa document. In addition, summarization methods are regularly used by websearch engines to give a brief synopsis of the documents retrieved by a userquery. Such query-based summaries can be more focused, since the user's queryterms are known to the retrieval system and can be used to target the summariesto the query.Summaries may also be categorized indicative or informative. An indicativesummary is a summary that simply gives the main focus of a document andwould be used to determine if the rest of the document should be read. Such asummary would be fairly short, perhaps as little as two sentences. In contrast,an informative summary is a summary that can be read in place of the documentand its length is not restricted [HM00].Here, we focus on generic summaries, although most of the ideas presentedcan be adapted to generate query-based summaries of text. We generate sen-tence extract summaries; i.e., the summary consists of a subset of the docu-ment's sentences. We will present results for both indicative and informativesummaries.The rst method we present summarizes a document by seeking the mainideas. We follow [AOGL97] in the use of Natural Language Processing tech-niques to \go beyond the words" and instead focus on terms. Co-location is usedto disambiguate the meaning of words that rely on context. We use the SRA'sNameTagTM [Kru95] to recognize named entities and WordNet [MBF+90] toassociate synonyms. Once the terms are dened a term-sentence matrix isformed. The sentences are viewed now as vectors analogous to Salton's vec-tor space model for information retrieval [BYRN99]. The job of the automaticsummarization system is to chose a small subset of these vectors to cover themain ideas (terms) in the document. The method we propose is taken from nu-merical linear algebra: the QR decomposition with partial pivoting [GL96, Sec5.5.6]. Broadly speaking this approach iteratively chooses the vector (sentence)with the largest weight. Then the weights of the remaining vectors (sentences)are updated to emphasize ideas not contained in the chosen sentence. This se-lection criterion is related to the Maximum Marginal Residule method [CG98],but the latter method only considers pair-wise overlap of sentences, while theQR method considers overlap with the entire set of sentences chosen thus far.This method and its application will be described in Section 2.The second method we propose for text summarization is a Hidden MarkovModel (HMM). Jing and McKeown [JK99] previously proposed a HMM for de-composing a human summary, i.e., mapping the component parts of a summarygenerated by a human back into the document. Here, we present the rst HMMfor use in summarizing text. Our HMM has two kinds of states, correspond-ing to summary sentences and non-summary sentences. The beginning of thedocument is handled by special states so that early document structure can beeasily captured. This method is described in Section 3.2
Both the HMM and QR decomposition produce generic summaries thatachieve F1 scores higher than scores previously reported, and we present sam-ple results in Section 5. When combined these approaches capture the salientinformation in a document while eliminating redundancy.2 QR Method of Text SummarizationGiven a document, we want to choose a subset of sentences in that documentin order to form a summary of it. A good summary contains a small number ofsentences but captures most of the main ideas of the document.The basic idea behind our rst algorithm is simple. Given the sentences inthe document and a measure of the importance of each, we choose the mostimportant sentence to add to our summary. Once this is done, the relativeimportance of the remaining sentences changes, because some of them are nowredundant. We repeat this process until we have captured enough of the impor-tant ideas.Our task, therefore, is to dene \ideas" and then to develop a measure fortheir importance, a means of updating these measures, and a criterion for deter-mining when to stop. The tool that we use is an algorithm from computationallinear algebra known as the pivoted QR decomposition of a matrix.2.1 Ideas and Importance MeasuresExactly what is an \idea"? In our work we take a simplistic denition: idea= term. Parsing the document for terms is easily done, in our case, using theBrill tagger [Bri93]. A more sophisticated denition of \idea" would clearlylead to better results, but our algorithm is applicable regardless of how \idea"is dened.An idea is important in a sentence if it appears in that sentence; otherwiseits importance is zero. In our computations, nonzeros in A were taken to beones, but other schemes are possible [BYRN99].We collect the importance measures in a term-sentence matrix A, whereeach column corresponds to a dierent sentence. The entry in row i and columnj is nonzero if the ith term appears in the jth sentence, and is equal to zerootherwise.2.2 Applying the QR with Partial Pivoting to Summa-rizationTo choose sentences, we will measure the \importance" of a sentence by thenorm (Euclidean length) of its column. (Thus, sentences that have a largenumber of terms are initially rated as very important.) At each stage of thealgorithm, the next column (i.e., sentence) that we include is the one with thelargest norm. This choice is called pivoting.3
Once a sentence is added to the summary, we want to update the importancemeasure for each remaining sentence: ideas that it shares with the added sen-tence are no longer important to capture, so the norm is reduced proportionally,by subtracting o the component of that column that lies in the direction ofthe column that we just added. This process of making the remaining matrixorthogonal to the previously chosen columns forms the QR decomposition.In other words, any standard implementation of the pivoted QR decompo-sition gives us an ordering of columns that denes their priority for inclusion inthe summary. The only remaining issues are how to dene the nonzero entriesin the matrix and how to determine the length of the summary.2.3 Determining theWeighting Factors and Summary LengthsGiven the term-sentence matrix A, we want to weight sentences by position inthe document: the nonzeros in column j of matrix Aw are (gexp( 8j=n)+ t)times those in A, where n is the number of sentences in the document and gand t are parameters to be determined.Using a training (development) set of documents, the parameter t is deter-mined so that the function (g  exp( 8  j=n) + t) has a tail approximately thesame height as the histogram (with 20 bins) of the distribution of summarysentences.Given t, we determine g and the percent of the document to capture bymaximizingF1; the standard measure of a good summary compared to a humangenerated summary, over the training documents. F1 is dened byF1 = 2rkh + km (1)where kh is the length of the human summary, km is the length of the machinegenerated summary, and r the number of sentences they share in common.This can be done by using standard software for maximizing a function ofa single variable. For any given value of g, we determine summary lengths byincluding enough sentences to reduce the norm of the remaining matrix to lessthan d% of the norm of the original, and choosing d so that the mean length ofour summaries matches the mean length of the given summaries as closely aspossible. (We obtained somewhat better results by doing this measurement onA rather than Aw.)2.4 Implementation issuesThe standard implementation of the pivoted QR decomposition is a \Gram-Schmidt" process implemented as follows.Algorithm 2.1 (Pivoted QR Decomposition) Suppose Aw has T columnsand m rows: i.e., the document has T sentences and m terms. The follow-ing iteration constructs a matrix Q with columns qi, a matrix R with nonzeroelements rji, and an ordering for the columns in an array Index.For i = 1; 2; : : : ;min(m;T ), 4
Choose column ` of Aw to be the column of maximum norm amongall columns not jet chosen. Denote this column by a`.Set Indexi = `.Set qi = a`=ka`k.Update the other columns of Aw to make them orthogonal to thechosen column: for each unchosen column aj, set rji = aTj qi and setaj = aj   rjiqi.The summary of length k contains sentences Index1; : : : ; Indexk.The work for this algorithm is proportional to mT min(m;T ).There are several ways to reduce the work.First, we do not need the complete QR decomposition; we only need todetermine the rst k columns, where k is the length of our summary. Thismakes the work proportional to mTk.Second, we do not need to update all of the columns at every step; we onlyneed to update the column chosen at this step and norms of the other columns,so that we know which column to choose next. The change in norm for anunchosen column at step i is kajk2 = kajk2   r2ij ;and by not updating aj we avoid introducing new nonzero elements and thuskeep the matrix sparse and cheap to store.Other low-storage variants of the pivoted QR algorithm have been proposedby Stewart [Ste99].3 Hidden Markov ModelsIn this section we describe an approach that given a set of features computes ana-posterior probability that each sentence is a summary sentence. In contrast toa naive Bayesian approach [KPC95] [AOGL97], the Hidden Markov model hasfewer assumptions of independence. In particular, the HMM does not assumethat the probability that sentence i is in the summary is independent of whethersentence i   1 is in the summary. Furthermore, we use a joint distribution forthe features set, unlike the independence-of-features assumption used by naiveBayesian methods.3.1 FeaturesWe consider ve features in the development of a Hidden Markov model for textsummarization. Four features have been discussed previously in the literature,and the last is apparently new. position of the sentence in the document. This feature is built into thestate-structure of the HMM and is discussed in the next section.5
Feature Name Label ValueParagraph Position o1 1,2,3Number of Terms o2 log(wi + 1)Baseline Term Probability o3 log(Pr(terms in ijbaseline))Document Term Probability o4 log(Pr(terms in ijdocument))Table 1: Features used in the Markov model position of sentence within its paragraph. We assign each sentence a valueo1(i) designating it as the rst in a paragraph (value 1), the last in theparagraph (value 3), or an intermediate sentence (value 2) The sentence ina one-long paragraph is assigned the value 1, and sentences in a two-longparagraph are assigned values of 1 and 3. number of terms in the sentence. The value of this feature iso2(i) = log(number of terms + 1): how likely the terms are, given a baseline of terms. Given the frequenciesbj equal to the number of times term j occurred in a collection B of\baseline" documents, we compute for each sentence i in a document Do3(i) = log(Pr(terms in sentence ijB)) =Xj2i log( bjPk2D bk ): (2)Our baseline document set was the same used by [AOGL97] and consistedof one million news articles. how likely sentence terms are, given the document terms.o4(i) = log(Pr(terms in sentenceijD)) =Xj2i log( djPk2D dk ): (3)where dj is the number of times term j occurs in document D:The feature o3 is a variant of the commonly used tf/idf [BYRN99]; we preferthis variant over others because of its natural probabilistic interpretation. Inparticular this feature gives the probability that the terms would occur in a\baseline" document. The features are summarized in Table 1.3.2 The Markov ModelGiven the set of features described in the previous section, one approach wouldbe to use a naive Bayesian classier [Kupiec] [AOGL97]. A limitation of suchan approach is the assumption of independence, violated in our application,since several features may depend upon the sentence's position in the docu-ment. Clearly this is the case for paragraph position, but a bit more subtle is6
dependence of length of sentence and position. A second type of dependence isthat among the features components ok; for k=1,2,3, and 4.A third dependence we wish to exploit is Markovity. We expect that theprobability that the next sentence is included in the summary will dier, de-pending on whether the current sentence is a summary sentence or not. A rstorder Markov model allows such dierences with marginal additional cost overa simple Bayesian classier.A Hidden Markov Model can handle the positional dependence, dependenceof features, and Markovity. We now present our HMM for text summarization.(For more details about HMMs the reader should see [BPSW70] [Rab89].) Themodel we propose has 2s + 1 states, with s summary states and s + 1 non-summary states. A picture of the Markov chain is given in Figure 1. Note thatwe allow hesitation only in non-summary states and skipping of states only fromsummary states. This chain is designed to model the extraction of up to s 1 leadsummary sentences and an arbitrary number of supporting sentences. To seehow it extracts the lead sentences note that every path through the chain visitseach of rst s 1 summary states. Note that the last two states in the chain allowfor an arbitrary number of summary and non-summary sentences. This Markovchain has a total of 2s free parameters dening the probability of the varioustransitions between pairs of states. These parameters are estimated based ontraining data: for example, the probability of transition between summary state2j and summary state 2j + 2 is the number of times summary sentence j + 1directly followed summary sentence j in the training documents, divided by thenumber of documents; and the probability of transition between summary state2j and non-summary state 2j + 1 is dened to be one minus this probability.Through these calculations, we obtain a maximum likelihood estimate for eachtransition probability, and this forms an estimate M for the transition matrixfor our Markov chain, where element (i; j) of M is the estimated probability oftransitioning from state i to state j.In a similar way, we compute p, the maximum likelihood estimate of theinitial distribution for the chain, withp(i) = Pr(The rst sentence corresponds to state i) (4)Note that p(i) = 0 for i > 2; since the rst sentence is the rst summary sentence(state 2) or a sentence that precedes the rst summary sentence (state 1).A slight modication of the chain allows for extraction of exactly s summarysentences. This chain given in Figure 2 diers from the chain of Figure 1 ineliminating the cycle between the last summary and non-summary states. Thischain is most appropriate for generating a xed length indicative summary. Ithas 2s free parameters to be estimated from training data.Associated with each state i is an output function,bi(O) = Pr(Ojstate i);where O is an observed vector of features (e.g., the 4 features of the previoussection) belonging to a sentence. We make the simplifying assumption that7
QR QR QR QRFigure 1: Summary Extraction Markov Model to Extract 2 Lead Sentences andAdditional Supporting Sentences
QR QR QR QRFigure 2: Summary Extraction Markov Model to Extract 3 Sentences8
the features are multi-variant normal. This assumption keeps the number ofparameters to be estimated at a minimum, while allowing for dependencies. Ifwe use k features then there are k + k(k + 1)=2 = k22 + 3k2 parameters for eachmulti-variant normal distribution and since we have one for each state the totalnumber of parameters for the functions b() is 2s(k22 + 3k2 ) or (2s + 1)(k22 + 3k2 )depending on whether we use the rst or second Markov chain.For simplicity, in the remainder of the paper we will discuss only the rstMarkov chain.The output function for each state can be estimated by using the trainingdata to compute the maximum likelihood estimate of its mean and covariancematrix. Depending on the state, the mean vector predicts the expected value ofeach of the features when the sentence is a summary sentence, a non-summarybefore the rst summary sentence, or a non-summary sentence occurring aftersome summary sentence. We estimate 2s+ 1 means, but assume that all of theoutput functions share a common covariance matrix.Therefore, we estimate the mean for state 2j as the average of the outputvectors for the jth summary sentence in each of the training documents. Simi-larly, we estimate the mean for state 2j+1 as the average of the output vectorsfor all sentences between the jth and (j+1)st summary sentences in each of thetraining documents. The covariance estimate is the average of (O )(O )Tover all sentences in the training set, where O is the 4 1 feature vector for thesentence and  is the mean we computed for its corresponding state.In summary, our model consists of three parts: p the initial state distribution,M the Markov transition matrix, and B the collection of multi-variant normaldistributions associated with each state.Let t(i) be the probability that we have observed the sequence fO1; O2; :::; Otgand are currently in state i (1  i  N ) of our HMM. We can compute t(i)recursively as follows. Let 1(i) = p(i) and computet = DOtMTt 1 for t = 2; : : : ; T;where T is the number of sentences in the document andDOt = I   diagfb1(o1); b2(o2); :::; b2s+1(o2s+1)g;where I is the identity matrix, b(:) is cumulative density function for the 2distribution with the number of degrees of freedom equal to the number ofcomponents in Oi, and the argument oi = (Ot   i)T 1(Ot   i), where i isthe mean for the ith state.The probability of the entire observation sequence given the model is givenby !  Pr(O) = 2s+1Xi=1 T (i): (5)We dene t(i) to be the probability that we will observe the sequencefOt+1; Ot+2; : : : ; OTg given that we are at state i of our HMM. A backwards9
recursion lets us compute t(i) by initializing T to all ones, and then computingt = MDOt+1t+1 for t = T   1; : : : ; 1:The results of these two recursions are combined to form t(i), the prob-ability of being in state i for sentence t given the sequence of observationsfO1; O2; :::; OTg and the HMM. The formula is given byt(i) = t(i) t(i)! :Thus, t(i) gives the probability that sentence t corresponds to state i: If i iseven then this probability represents the probability that sentence t is the i=2-thsummary sentence. If i is odd then it is the probability that it is a non-summarysentence. We compute the probability that a sentence is a summary sentenceby summing t(i) over all even values of i: This posterior probability is used toselect the most likely summary sentences. We denote this probability asgt = Xi even t(i): (6)3.3 Extracting the Best SentencesFor the HMM approach, we present two methods for extracting summaries withk sentences.The rst simply chooses those sentences with the maximum posterior prob-ability of being a summary sentence. For a summary of length k, we choose thesentences with the k largest values of gt.The second approach we propose is to use the QR decomposition to removeany redundant sentence that might be included by the HMM maximum pos-terior probability method. We use a variant of the Gram-Schmidt process toextract k \non-redundant" summary sentences. We rst choose the sentencewith maximum posterior probability, as in the previous method. Within thematrix A, we subtract from each remaining sentence the component in the di-rection of this chosen sentence, and then among the columns that have 2-normgreater than or equal to one, we choose the one with maximumposterior proba-bility. This process is iterated, updating the matrix k 1 times until k sentencesare chosen to be in the summary.To perform this computation, we make a minor change to Algorithm 2.1;the choice of column is changed toChoose column ` of A to be the column of maximumposterior prob-ability norm among all columns with remaining norm greater thanone.We also used the variant that updated norms but not all of the columns.10
4 Evaluating SummariesEvaluating the goodness of a summary is not a well-understood process. Hereare some of the measures used, and their limitations. Sometimes we have summaries that have been created by human read-ers. Counting the number of sentences that are common to our summaryand their summary (or summaries) and performing a precision/recall mea-surement gives an easily computed measure. The quality of the measureis limited, however. The coherence and readability of the summary is notconsidered. Sometimes two sets of sentences can be disjoint but containthe same information, so a good summary might be scored too low. The summaries can be evaluated by a human reader. This is somewhatsubjective and too time consuming for large trials. We could see if the summary shares some useful statistic with the orig-inal document. For instance, we might want the distribution of termsto be similar in both. Unfortunately, such statistics can often be nearlyapproximated by random choice of a subset of sentences.Despite its limitations, we will make use of the rst measure in our experi-ments.5 Experimental ResultsThe documents we used in our test were taken from the TREC data set [TRE97].This included articles from the Associated Press, Financial Times, Los AngelesTimes, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Philadelphia Inquirer, FederalRegistry, and Congressional Record. A single person (M) generated summariesfor all of the documents. We also had summaries generated by three other people(E, B, and T) for about 40 documents, and we present results on agreement withthese summaries as well.Each of these data sets was divided into two pieces, one used to train theparameters of the model and one used for evaluation of the methods.We compared our algorithms' summaries with the human summaries, com-puting the following scores. For each document we let kh be the length of thehuman summary, km the length of the machine generated summary, and r thenumber of sentences they share in common. Then we dene, precision (P), recall(R), and F1 as metrics to compare the two summaries by:P = 100 rkm ; (7)R = 100 rkh ; (8)11
Length# les percntl expht tail avdif stdifap-dev 176 45 6.42 3.03 2.15 2.17ap-test 176 45 6.42 3.03 1.73 2.19cr-dev 73 50 5.40 3.82 -0.90 8.42cr-test 37 50 5.40 3.82 -4.14 22.50fr-dev 97 50 7.83 1.66 1.51 6.30fr-test 99 50 7.83 1.66 0.52 7.48ft-dev 112 45 7.01 3.07 0.83 2.32ft-test 112 45 7.01 3.07 0.93 2.16latwp-dev 70 15 6.38 1.37 -0.94 1.67latwp-test 76 15 6.38 1.37 -0.47 1.78pi-dev 42 20 3.55 1.20 0.10 2.29pi-test 34 20 3.55 1.20 -0.15 1.96wsj-dev 100 45 5.10 2.46 0.27 2.25wsj-test 100 45 5.10 2.46 0.04 2.45Table 2: QR method with pivoting. Values of parameters and size of data sets.Data DimSum(4,) QR HMM(2,) HMM(2,QR) HMM(4,)ap-test 52 46 56 56 55cr-test 34 39 53 54 56fr-test 33 43 46 49 47ft-test 46 51 59 59 57latwp-test 35 57 45 45 45pi-test 46 55 48 48 48wsj-test 51 62 72 72 72Table 3: Precision of Various Algorithmsand F1 = 100 2PRP +R = 100 2rkh + km (9)In the following tables we report average precision, average recall, and averageF1 for various data sets. These are simply dened as the mean value of therespective score over the document set.5.1 Comparison Among MethodsFirst we compared the performance of several algorithms: The naive Bayesian approach of [AOGL97] using three features: positionof the sentence in the document, paragraph position, and tf.idf. The pivoted QR method. We chose the parameters to maximize the F1score over the set of training documents. Table 2 gives the values of the12
Data DimSum(4,) QR HMM(2,) HMM(2,QR) HMM(4,)ap-test 52 60 58 58 58cr-test 36 40 43 43 44fr-test 49 47 51 54 51ft-test 53 57 50 50 49latwp-test 61 49 67 66 66pi-test 44 53 66 66 65wsj-test 56 62 61 61 62Table 4: Recall of Various AlgorithmsData DimSum(4,) QR HMM(2,) HMM(2,QR) HMM(4,)ap-test 52 52 56 56 55cr-test 35 39 47 47 48fr-test 39 41 46 48 46ft-test 46 53 53 53 51latwp-test 45 51 53 52 53pi-test 41 53 55 55 54wsj-test 54 60 65 65 65Table 5: F1 Scores of Various Algorithmsparameters. Results were insensitive to the choice of g and t; almost asgood results were obtained from t = 3, g = 10. Variations of the HMM method. A 9-state HMM was build using thecombined training data from six sets. We chose the length to be T whereT is the number of sentences in the document and the optimal , basedon the training data, is approximately 0.5636. We choose the sentencesin the summary either as those with largest  scores, or by using the QRdecomposition to remove redundant sentences, as discussed in Section 3.3.We also tested the use of 2 features, number of terms and document termprobability, (o2 and o4) vs. the use of all four features from Table 1.The resulting scores are given in the tables: Table 3 for precision, Table 4for recall, and Table 5 for F1.The results are a signicant improvement over naive Bayesian results evenfor the non-news data sets; the HMM was 4-14 points better.5.2 Short SummariesWe now look at the performance of the HMM for extracting short summaries.Tables 6 and 7 give results for extracting summaries of length either 2 or 4.The QR method of sentence extraction improves the results here, whereasthe results for longer summaries are comparable with those of simply using themaximum posterior probability method.13
Data Precision Recall F1(4,) (4,QR) (4,) (4,QR) (4,) (4,QR)ap-test 92 92 37 37 50 50cr-test 92 92 21 21 33 33fr-test 62 69 20 22 29 32ft-test 88 88 32 32 44 44latwp-test 82 83 36 37 49 50pi-test 85 85 41 41 52 52wsj-test 94 95 44 44 55 55Table 6: Scores of summaries of length 2 generated by HMMData Precision Recall F1(4,) (4,QR) (4,) (4,QR) (4,) (4,QR)ap-test 63 63 49 49 53 53cr-test 72 72 33 33 42 42fr-test 55 59 36 39 40 43ft-test 63 64 43 44 48 48latwp-test 57 56 49 49 52 51pi-test 63 63 56 56 57 57wsj-test 69 69 61 61 59 59Table 7: Scores of summaries of length 4 generated by HMMHMM QR B E M THMM 100QR 75 100B 58 59 100E 52 52 61 100M 54 53 48 49 100T 51 50 60 60 49 100Table 8: Comparison of HMM and pivoted QR, by F1 score, with various human-generated summaries. The QR training was performed with the M summariesfor latwp-dev, omitting titles. 14
HMM The probe started with the House Post Oce but, now, twoyears after federal prosecutors began investigatingWays andMeansCommittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations ofocial misconduct have moved far beyond stamps. In fact, the ini-tial allegations that Rostenkowski traded postage vouchers for cashat the House Post Oce now rate as a comparatively weak por-tion of the government's case, so much so that his defense lawyershave plotted to use them to undermine the rest of the case, sourcesclose to Rostenkowski say. Lawyers see the former House post-master who told prosecutors Rostenkowski participated in the al-legedly illegal exchanges as a less than ideal witness. Either choicewould knock the powerful 66-year-old Chicagoan from his inu-ential chairmanship and prominent role in shaping President Clin-ton's health care legislation and major trade, welfare and campaignnance bills. Such negotiations are considered normal and cannotbe used against Rostenkowski should the case go to trial.QR The probe started with the House Post Oce but, now, twoyears after federal prosecutors began investigatingWays andMeansCommittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations ofocial misconduct have moved far beyond stamps. In fact, the ini-tial allegations that Rostenkowski traded postage vouchers for cashat the House Post Oce now rate as a comparatively weak portionof the government's case, so much so that his defense lawyers haveplotted to use them to undermine the rest of the case, sources closeto Rostenkowski say. Lawyers see the former House postmaster whotold prosecutors Rostenkowski participated in the allegedly illegalexchanges as a less than ideal witness. Either choice would knockthe powerful 66-year-old Chicagoan from his inuential chairman-ship and prominent role in shaping President Clinton's health carelegislation and major trade, welfare and campaign nance bills.U.S. Attorney Eric H. Holder Jr. has outlined for the Justice De-partment what has been described as a \kitchen sink" of allegedabuses of Rostenkowski's ocial accounts for postage, leased au-tomobiles, oce space, supplies and personnel. Such negotiationsare considered normal and cannot be used against Rostenkowskishould the case go to trial.Table 9: Sample summaries generated by the various methods.15
B The probe started with the House Post Oce but, now, twoyears after federal prosecutors began investigatingWays andMeansCommittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations ofocial misconduct have moved far beyond stamps. In fact, the ini-tial allegations that Rostenkowski traded postage vouchers for cashat the House Post Oce now rate as a comparatively weak por-tion of the government's case, so much so that his defense lawyershave plotted to use them to undermine the rest of the case, sourcesclose to Rostenkowski say. Rostenkowski faces a Tuesday dead-line for accepting a plea bargain and almost certain jail time orghting to salvage what is left of his public reputation by challeng-ing a litany of charges in court. U.S. Attorney Eric H. Holder Jr.has outlined for the Justice Department what has been describedas a \kitchen sink" of alleged abuses of Rostenkowski's ocial ac-counts for postage, leased automobiles, oce space, supplies andpersonnel. Rostenkowski, completing his 36th year in Congress,entered plea negotiations in an eort to reduce or eliminate anyprison sentence while avoiding a lengthy legal battle and possiblyretaining his Ways and Means chairmanship, sources familiar withthe discussions said.E The probe started with the House Post Oce but, now, twoyears after federal prosecutors began investigatingWays andMeansCommittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations ofocial misconduct have moved far beyond stamps. In fact, the ini-tial allegations that Rostenkowski traded postage vouchers for cashat the House Post Oce now rate as a comparatively weak por-tion of the government's case, so much so that his defense lawyershave plotted to use them to undermine the rest of the case, sourcesclose to Rostenkowski say. Rostenkowski faces a Tuesday deadlinefor accepting a plea bargain and almost certain jail time or ght-ing to salvage what is left of his public reputation by challenginga litany of charges in court. U.S. Attorney Eric H. Holder Jr. hasoutlined for the Justice Department what has been described as a\kitchen sink" of alleged abuses of Rostenkowski's ocial accountsfor postage, leased automobiles, oce space, supplies and person-nel. Rostenkowski, completing his 36th year in Congress, enteredplea negotiations in an eort to reduce or eliminate any prison sen-tence while avoiding a lengthy legal battle and possibly retaininghis Ways and Means chairmanship, sources familiar with the dis-cussions said. Under normal procedures, Rostenkowski would haveto relinquish his chairmanship if indicted on any felony punishableby at least two years in prison. If he pleads guilty and is givenjail time, eorts to remove him from the chairmanship would likelycome immediately. Faced with the ugly options, Rostenkowski isleaning toward ghting, knowing he will have to cast doubt oneach of the allegations in the laundry list. According to sourcesknowledgeable about the case, the allegations of \ghost employ-ees," unrelated to the House Post oce, appear the most dicultto counter.Table 10: Sample summaries generated by the various methods.16
M Rosty Weighs Options on Plea Oer (Washn) The probe startedwith the House Post Oce but, now, two years after federal pros-ecutors began investigating Ways and Means Committee Chair-manDan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations of ocial misconducthave moved far beyond stamps. Rostenkowski, completing his 36thyear in Congress, entered plea negotiations in an eort to reduce oreliminate any prison sentence while avoiding a lengthy legal battleand possibly retaining his Ways and Means chairmanship, sourcesfamiliar with the discussions said. According to sources knowledge-able about the case, the allegations of \ghost employees," unrelatedto the House Post oce, appear the most dicult to counter. Theinquiry was also expanded to cover Rostenkowski's purchases ofpersonal and gift items through his expense account at the HouseStationery Store. His ocial leases of three automobiles from aChicago-area dealership and subsequent acquisition of them as aprivate owner have also come under prosecutors' scrutiny.T The probe started with the House Post Oce but, now, twoyears after federal prosecutors began investigatingWays and MeansCommittee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the allegations ofocial misconduct have moved far beyond stamps. In fact, the ini-tial allegations that Rostenkowski traded postage vouchers for cashat the House Post Oce now rate as a comparatively weak por-tion of the government's case, so much so that his defense lawyershave plotted to use them to undermine the rest of the case, sourcesclose to Rostenkowski say. Rostenkowski faces a Tuesday deadlinefor accepting a plea bargain and almost certain jail time or ght-ing to salvage what is left of his public reputation by challenginga litany of charges in court. According to sources knowledgeableabout the case, the allegations of \ghost employees," unrelated tothe House Post oce, appear the most dicult to counter. Hisocial leases of three automobiles from a Chicago-area dealershipand subsequent acquisition of them as a private owner have alsocome under prosecutors' scrutiny.Table 11: Sample summaries generated by the various methods.17
5.3 Comparison to Other Human-Generated SummariesTo further test how well human summaries could be predicted, three additionalpeople generated extract summaries for around 40 articles from the latwp-testdata set. The QR method and the HMM with two features with the QR methodof extraction of sentences, trained using the latwp-dev data and summariesgenerated by M, were compared against each of the four human summaries. Inaddition the four humans summaries were compared against each other. Onecaveat: the summaries generated by M included the title 98% of the time,while the other summarizers had been instructed to omit it, so we matched ourassumption about the title to the data set with which we compared. Table 8gives the F1 scores that resulted from these comparisons. Comparing the HMMto the four human summarizers the F1 scores range from 51 to 58; comparingthe QR with the four human summaries gave scores between 50 and 59, whilethe F1 scores between human summmarizers range from 48 to 61. SummarizerB had agreement at least 59 with summarizers E and T (but not with M) andalso with the QR method. Summarizer B had the maximum agreement withHMM, and HMM and QR agreed at 75, signicantly higher than agreementsamong the humans.The actual summaries produced by the various methods and people for oneof the articles in the latwp-test collection are given in Table 9, 10, and 11.6 Conclusions and Future WorkWe have presented two novel algorithms for generating sentence abstract sum-maries of documents. The algorithms are quite successful in generating sum-maries that agree well with human-generated summaries, despite using minimalnatural language processing (NLP) information, just the extraction of terms.Coupling these techniques with more sophisticated NLP techniques couldenable us to generate summaries from phrases and clauses rather than completesentences.If the summary is query based, then we need to bias it toward informationrequested in the query. In the HMM, this can be implemented by adding afeature relating the query to each sentence. In QR it might be accomplished byterm weighting.We also plan to investigate multi-document summaries, in which a single setof sentences is needed to summarize a collection of documents.7 AcknowledgmentsThe authors would like to acknowledge the substantial contributions of the peo-ple who generated summaries. Benay Dunn (B), Ed Beimel (E), and Toby Mer-riken(T) each summarized approximately 50 documents used here, and MaryEllen Okurowski (M) summaried well over 1000. Without their e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